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Acceleration in the Modern Universe
● Simple questions 

● Is  ΛCDM the best model? 
● Is GR correct on large scales, or not? 
● How was the current large scale structure seeded from the event of inflation? 

● The DE program is vibrant and progressing rapidly:  
● (DOE/NSF) DES, DESI, Rubin/LSST 
● (other) SphereX, Euclid, Roman 
● Growing out of the 2013 Snowmass! 
● In the late 2020's we'll have data from all 6 

■ There are a variety of opportunities to build on this! 



The program is built around providing definitive measurements of Dark 
Energy, through both expansion rate and the growth of structure. 
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These measurements simultaneously provide precision tests of dark 
energy, gravity and other cosmophysics: inflation, neutrinos, dark 
matter, etc. 
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The tests of gravity evaluate whether DE manifests as a 
energy density or a change in GR. ΛCDM assumes GR.
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A next generation, stage V spectroscopic experiment goes wide at high-z and 
deep at lower-z  

In typical DE models ΩDE goes to zero at high redshift -- can test 
for unconventional DE by measuring expansion to higher z
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• Wide maximizes the number of linear modes on the matter power spectrum surveyed 
• Deep is maximizing the number density of targets at lower-z to capture wealth of non-linear information 
• The wide program aims to measure ΩDE at 2<z<5 as a discovery potential.



These same measurements have discovery potential 
on primordial non-Gaussianities due to inflation

Single field, slow roll inflation models predict fNL~1.



Searching for signatures of inflationary scales
● Stage V spectroscopic facility is particularly powerful as a probe of inflation --  

potential 10-20x gain in sensitivity to features in inflation power spectrum (tied 
to energy scales!)
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Future experiments can greatly expand our inflation 
discovery potential



Measurements in the modern universe can test the contributions of 
dark energy and test gravity across z=0-5... and constrain fundamental 
physics in many other ways at the same time
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Measurements in the modern universe can test the contributions of 
dark energy and test gravity across z=0-5... and constrain fundamental 
physics in many other ways at the same time
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Redshift

Measurements in the modern universe can test the contributions of 
dark energy and test gravity across z=0-5... and constrain fundamental 
physics in many other ways at the same time
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Summary of our findings:
● Key questions we address begin with measuring dark energy - both through new 

experiments and new data to strengthen planned ones - but extend far beyond. 
● tests of gravity, measurement of neutrino masses, constraints on dark 

radiation, early dark energy, general constraints on inflation models, 
exploring σ8 tensions...  

● The field is vibrant and progressing rapidly:  
● DES, DESI, Rubin/LSST, complemented by SphereX, Euclid, Roman 
● Growing out of the 2013 Snowmass! 
● Need to evaluate future of Rubin in ~5 years after first LSST results 

● The Community believes our roadmap is: 
● In the long run - A Stage V spectroscopic facility 
● In the short run - A spectrum of exciting programs on telescopes small to ELT 
● Always needed - Instrumental R&D



Report Executive Summary: Key questions
● Key open questions in the modern Universe extend far beyond Dark Energy 

● Tests of gravity, measurement of neutrino masses, inflation models, early 
dark energy tests, constraints on dark radiation, exploring σ8 tensions...  

● Proposed experiments could address many of them simultaneously  
● Ideas further described in section 4.2



Report Executive Summary: Context

● The field is vibrant and progressing rapidly! 
● Section 4.3 summarizes the landscape of current and near-future 

experiments for context: 
● Dark Energy Survey 
● BOSS, eBOSS and DESI 
● Vera C. Rubin Observatory LSST 
● SphereX, Euclid, Nancy Grace Roman Space Telescope



Report Executive Summary: Stage V spectroscopic facility
● Much community input focused on science that could be done with large 

spectroscopic surveys 
● Lower-redshift (z < 1.5), high-density spectroscopic surveys tracing non-linear 

scales  
● High-redshift (z ≳ 2), high-volume spectroscopic surveys tracing linear scales 

● A Stage V spectroscopic facility could undertake these simultaneously (and do 
CF3 science, and potentially also strengthen constraints from Rubin Observatory...) 
● Continuing roles for DESI as a bridge to next-generation facilities 

● Described in Section 4.4



Figure 2 - Dark Energy constraining power



Table 1 - Key experiments



Figure 3 - matter power spectrum
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Sensitivity to Early Dark Energy



Report Executive Summary: smaller programs
● Small, exciting, programs exploiting small telescopes up to ELTs can increase 

the constraining power of Stage IV imaging surveys: 
● Photometric redshift training/calibration spectroscopy (+Intrinsic Alignment) 
● Supernova follow-up (especially beyond span of 5-year 4MOST/TiDES) 
● Strong lensing follow-up 
● Low-redshift supernova peculiar velocity studies 
● Standard siren followup 
● Later this decade resolve role of Vera C. Rubin Observatory post-LSST  
● Described in sections 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7



Photometric redshift training spectroscopy improves Rubin LSST 
science gains



Table 2: Photo-z training spectroscopy can utilize many facilities



Table 3 (Section 4.5 on small projects): SN spectroscopy can be cheap!



Report Executive Summary: R&D for the future
● Instrumental R&D is needed in the shorter term to enable  new techniques for 

exploring acceleration and other cosmological questions: 
● Smaller fiber positioners for Stage V spectroscopic facilities 
● Precision wavelength measurements to enable redshift drift measurements 
● Precision astrometry measurements to enable tests of DM and gravity 
● Development of intensity-mapping methods at a range of wavelengths 
● Described in section 4.8



Technology could enable redshift drift measurements as a future 
probe of cosmology



Summary of our findings:
● Key questions we address begin with measuring dark energy - both through new 

experiments and new data to strengthen planned ones - but extend far beyond. 
● tests of gravity, measurement of neutrino masses, constraints on dark 

radiation, early dark energy, general constraints on inflation models, 
exploring σ8 tensions...  

● The field is vibrant and progressing rapidly:  
● DES, DESI, Rubin/LSST, complemented by SphereX, Euclid, Roman 
● Growing out of the 2013 Snowmass! 
● Need to evaluate future of Rubin in ~5 years after first LSST results 

● The Community believes our roadmap is: 
● In the long run - A Stage V spectroscopic facility 
● In the short run - A spectrum of exciting programs on telescopes small to ELT 
● Always needed - Instrumental R&D



How to evaluate 
Stage V 
spectroscopic 
facility options?


